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Introducing Boho Collection
from Ulster Carpets.....
Recently launched Boho Collection from Ulster Carpets is the epitome of style. The vintage inspired
designs are an ode to all things retro, reworked to create contemporary, practical axminster for the
21st century home.
Each of the six designs offer their own quirky personality, brought together by the soft pastel
shades of the “heritage” colour palette to create a unique and stunning collection.
Choose between the playful leaf pattern of “Rhapsody”, the statement zigzag of “Tribe” or the
sophisticated houndstooth of “Chic”. The distinctive chevrons of “Hemingway” add character to
any stairway, while “Bloomsbury” brings a little bit of the outdoors in with its beautiful seedhead
design.
The contemporary plaid design of Hamilton offers a fresh take on the classic pattern, incorporating
the stunning pastel shades of “Tea Rose”, “Summer Breeze” and “Apple Blossom” alongside the
neutral tones of “Moon Shimmer” and “Honesty”. The result is a unique and eye catching floor
covering, which is sure to make a style statement in any home.
Made from hardwearing 80% wool / 20% nylon mix, Boho Collection has been manufactured to
last as long as the iconic designs which inspired it. As you would expect from an Ulster carpet, this
combination ensures a luxurious feel which is suitable for heavy domestic wear.
All colourways are available in 4m, 3m, 2m and 1m colour-matching widths enabling a reduction in
waste and cost by using Ulster’s multi-width offering. Boho Collection is designed to co-ordinate
with Heritage Twist plains, enabling the customer to create a seamless interior scheme.
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Bloomsbury

Bloomsbury
80% Wool
20% Nylon
Available in 4m, 3m, 2m & 1m
widths
Suitable for Heavy Wear

The beautiful seedhead design
of Bloomsbury gives a chic and
bohemian feel to the home,
conjuring up images of summer
meadows, sunny evenings and
the beautiful light of spring time.
Instantly cheer up your home with
this stunning pattern which will
enhance both contemporary and
traditional interior spaces.
31/30003 Summer Breeze

31/30003 Summer Breeze

01/30003 Tea Rose
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41/30003 Sunlight

Hemingway

Hemingway
80% Wool
20% Nylon

31/30004 Summer Breeze

11/30004 Honesty

Available in 4m, 3m, 2m & 1m
widths
Suitable for Heavy Wear

“The subtle chevron design of Hemingway is brought to
life by the highlighted pastel and neutral tones of Summer
Breeze, Honesty, Apple Blossom and Moon Shimmer. This
stunning pattern will bring any hallway,
or staircase to life.”

91/30004 Moon Shimmer

71/30004 Apple Blossom

Hemingway Apple Blossom 71/30004
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Hamilton

Hamilton
80% Wool
20% Nylon
Available in 4m, 3m, 2m & 1m
widths
Suitable for Heavy Wear

Reworking the traditional plaid
in a contemporary way, the
Boho Hamilton exemplifies retro
design to perfection. ‘Of-themoment’ colourways, bring the
plaid design to life resulting in a
statement floor covering.

Hamilton Tea Rose 01/30006

11/30006 Honesty

31/30006 Summer Breeze

71/30006 Apple Blossom

01/30006 Tea Rose
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91/30006 Moon Shimmer

Tribe

Tribe
80% Wool
20% Nylon
Available in 4m, 3m, 2m & 1m
widths
Suitable for Heavy Wear

“The unique zig zag
pattern of Tribe, creates
a subtle patterned
effect, a sophisticated
alternative to a plain
carpet.”

Tribe Tea Rose 01/30001

01/30001 Tea Rose

71/30001 Apple Blossom
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31/30001 Summer Breeze

Chic

Chic
80% Wool
20% Nylon
Available in 4m, 3m, 2m & 1m
widths
Suitable for Heavy Wear

“Change the way you
think about the timeless
houndstooth pattern with the
‘Chic’ design. Of the moment
heritage shades, bring this
retro pattern to life, exuding
style and elegance.”

Chic Moon Shimmer 91/30002

01/30002 Tea Rose

71/30002 Apple Blossom

91/30002 Moon Shimmer

11/30002 Honesty
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31/30002 Summer Breeze

Rhapsody

Rhapsody
80% Wool
20% Nylon
Available in 4m, 3m, 2m & 1m
widths
Suitable for Heavy Wear

“Channel your inner bohemian with this nature inspired design.
Bring a little festival chic to your interior space with the playful leaf
design of Rhapsody. Use it alongside a neutral inspired scheme to
create a little quirkiness or go all out retro and team it up with the
co-ordinating Boho designs.”

71/30005 Apple Blossom

91/30005 Moon Shimmer

01/30005 Tea Rose
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91/30005 Summer Breeze

Technical Specification

Technical Specification
Range/Design

Repeat

Repeat

Centres

Tog

Ref No

Widths Available (m)

Length

Type

Suitability

on 0.91m

Rating

Bloomsbury

30003

4, 3, 2, 1

1m

Self Match

Heavy Wear

No

1.7

Hemingway

30004

4, 3, 2, 1

0.29m

Self Match

Heavy Wear

No

1.7

Hamilton

30006

4, 3, 2, 1

0.25m

Self Match

Heavy Wear

No

1.7

Tribe

30001

4, 3, 2, 1

0.29m

Self Match

Heavy Wear

No

1.7

Chic

30002

4, 3, 2, 1

0.02m

Self Match

Heavy Wear

No

1.7

Rhapsody

30005

4, 3, 2, 1

1m

Self Match

Heavy Wear

No

1.7

Boho Collection

Like what you see?
Inspired to redecorate with Boho Collection but still undecided on
style? You can order samples direct to your door via the Ulster
website (all free of charge). Simply browse through our beautiful
Ulster products and add the swatches which take your fancy
to your shopping basket and follow the simple steps to check
out and complete your order. The friendly folks in our sample
department will then parcel them up, pop them in the post and
have your lovely Ulster samples to you as soon as possible.
Along with your samples, you will find a green Ulster bag - we
ask that you return any unwanted samples with the freepost label
included. This helps to reduce waste and helps to divert carpet
from landfill - an important part of our commitment to protecting
the environment.
You can also use the website to find your local Ulster stockist;
enter your postcode into the “Where to Buy” section and our
website will find your nearest store.

www.ulstercarpets.com

01/30001 Tribe
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Ulster Carpets
Castleisland Factory
Portadown, Co Armagh, Northern Ireland, BT62 1EE
Email: marketing@ulstercarpets.com
Tel: 028 3833 4433

